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PLANNING COMMISSION REPORT 
Regular Agenda – Public Hearing Item 

PC Staff Report 
3/21/16 
 
ITEM NO. 3A-3F  REZONING TO APPLY THE URBAN CONSERVATION OVERLAY 

DISTRICT (-UC) TO 190.8 ACRES WITHIN THE OREAD 
NEIGHBORHOOD; OREAD NEIGHBORHOOD DESIGN 
GUIDELINES (JSC) 

 
Z-12-00172: Oread Design Guidelines District 1 (Low Density), 38.1 Acres 
 RM12, RM12D, RM32, U-KU to RM12-UC, RM12D-UC, RM32-UC, U-KU-UC 
 
Z-12-00175: Oread Design Guidelines District 2 (High Density), 43.7 Acres 
 MU, MU-PD, PCD, RM32, RM32-PD, RMG, RMO, U-KU to MU-UC, MU-PD-UC, PCD 

UC, RM32-UC, RM32-PD-UC, RMG-UC, RMO-UC, U-KU-UC 
 
Z-12-00177: Oread Design Guidelines District 3 (Medium Density), 63.5 Acres 
 CS, RM32, RMO to CS-UC, RM32-UC, RMO-UC 
 
Z-12-00173: Oread Design Guidelines District 4 (Hancock Historic District), 4.8 Acres 
 RM32 to RM32-UC 
 
Z-12-00174: Oread Design Guidelines District 5 (Oread Historic District), 28.9 Acres 
 CS, RM32, RMO, RSO to CS-UC, RM32-UC, RMO-UC, RSO-UC 
 
Z-16-00058: Oread Design Guidelines District 6 (Commercial), 11.9 Acres 
 CN2, CS, RM32, RMO to CN2-UC, CS-UC, RM32-UC, RMO-UC 
 
 

STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Staff recommends approval of rezoning of 190.8 acres to 
apply the –UC (Urban Conservation Overlay District), and forwarding these items to the City 
Commission with a recommendation for approval based on the findings of fact found in this 
staff report. 

 
 
KEY POINTS 
• The Oread Neighborhood Plan was adopted by the City Commission in 2010. 

• The Oread Neighborhood Plan is incorporated into Horizon 2020, Chapter 14: Specific Plans. 

• These rezoning requests were initiated by the City Commission on August 28th, 2012. 

• The implementation of the Urban Conservation Overlay District would implement the Oread 
Neighborhood Design Guidelines, which was a recommendation of the Oread Neighborhood 
Plan. 

• These applications do not change the base zoning districts; they only apply the –UC overlay 
to the existing districts. 
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ASSOCIATED CASES/OTHER ACTION REQUIRED 

 
TA-12-00171: Consider a Text Amendment to the Land Development Code, Chapter 20 of the 
Code of The City of Lawrence, Kansas to include the Oread Neighborhood Design Guidelines. 
Initiated by City Commission on 8/28/2012. 
 
 
OTHER ACTION REQUIRED: 
• City Commission approval of rezonings and adoption of ordinances. 
• Publication of rezoning ordinance. 

 
 

PLANS AND STUDIES REQUIRED 
• Traffic Study     Not required for rezoning.   
• Downstream Sanitary Sewer Analysis  Not required for rezoning.   
• Drainage Study     Not required for rezoning.   
• Retail Market Study    Not required for rezoning.   

 
 
PUBLIC COMMENT  
General inquiries from the public regarding scope of the proposed rezoning requests.  Staff has 
clarified for callers that the current requests are for the accompanying text amendment and the 
rezoning cases.  Please see attached list. 
 
 
GENERAL INFORMATION: 
 
Project Summary 
The establishment of the Oread Neighborhood Design Guidelines is an action step of the Oread 
Neighborhood Plan, which was adopted by the City Commission in September 2010.  In the 
spring of 2011, Planning staff received a Historic Preservation Fund grant to draft design 
guidelines for the overlay districts identified in the plan.  The grant was accepted by the City 
Commission on June 7th, 2011.  Staff subsequently issued a request for proposals for a 
consultant, which resulted in the selection of Urban Development Services with Ann Benson 
McGlone to help begin developing the guidelines.      
 
Staff began working with the consultant in January 2012.  The first visit by the consultants 
occurred in February 2012 where they met with staff, design professionals, The Oread 
Residents Association representatives, and Oread Neighborhood Association representatives. 
 
The first round of public meetings occurred on April 13th and April 14th, 2012.  Over 400 letters 
were mailed to property owners, an email was sent to the Oread Neighborhood Plan email 
listserv, newspaper ads were published advertising the meetings, and information was posted 
on the City of Lawrence website. The April 13th meeting was held at the Lawrence Public 
Library, where approximately 30 people attended, at which the consultants were introduced, 
the general concepts of design guidelines were discussed and a community input activity was 
completed.  This activity was used to identify preferences and what items/issues were 
important in the neighborhood.  The information from this activity was later used as the goals 
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of the guidelines.  The April 14th workshop at the Carnegie Building was held for attendees to 
help identify archetypal development patterns within the neighborhood. 
 

 
Figure 1: Proposed Oread Neighborhood Design Guideline Districts 
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Figure 2: Proposed Oread Neighborhood Design Guideline Districts with Current Zoning 
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The next public meeting was held on May 3rd, 2012 at the Lawrence Public Library, at which 
approximately 20 people were in attendance.  The consultants provided a summary and the 
findings of the April meetings, and showed examples to demonstrate what type of density and 
development the attendees would find acceptable in the neighborhood.   
 
The fourth public meeting was held on August 2nd, 2012 at the Lawrence Public Library where 
approximately 15 people attended.  The consultants introduced details of the draft design 
guidelines, though the actual document was not provided.   
 
In January 2013, a joint Planning Commission/Historic Resources Commission subcommittee 
was established to review the draft of the Oread Neighborhood Design Guidelines, in order to 
prepare them for public consumption and review.  Each commission appointed two members to 
this subcommittee.  The Subcommittee’s review process was completed in November 2015, 
after which a draft was made available for the public in December 2015.  On January 13th, 2016 
a public meeting was held at the Lawrence Public Library, at which approximately 25 people 
attended, to present the guidelines and receive feedback.   
 
The Oread Neighborhood Design Guidelines are built on a strong history of community 
planning.  Beginning in 1979, the neighborhood created the original Oread Neighborhood Plan. 
In 1998, the neighborhood participated in the citywide Horizon 2020: The Comprehensive Plan 
for Lawrence and Unincorporated Douglas County.  The Hancock Historic District was listed in 
the National Register of Historic Places in 2004, and in 2007, the Oread Historic District was 
placed on the National Register of Historic Places.  An updated Oread Neighborhood Plan was 
adopted in 2010. 
These design guidelines are based on the goals, policies, and implementation strategies 
outlined in the 2010 Oread Neighborhood Plan. Listed on the following page are those policies 
and strategies that are specific to the overlay district design guidelines. 
 
 
REVIEW & DECISION-MAKING CRITERIA 
 
1. CONFORMANCE WITH THE COMPREHENSIVE PLAN 
 
The initial Oread Neighborhood Plan was adopted by the City Commission in 1979, and the 
revised neighborhood plan was adopted in 2010.  The revised neighborhood plan was 
incorporated into Horizon 2020 Chapter 14: Specific Plans (CPA-9-21-09 / Ordinance 8496) on 
September 28th, 2010. 
 
Only the implementation strategies of the Oread Neighborhood Plan were the consideration of 
creating an overlay district.  These rezonings, and the associated Text Amendment, begin to 
attain one of the key implementation strategies for this neighborhood plan. 

 

Staff Finding – The request to rezone the properties within the identified overlay districts with 
the –UC (Urban Conservation Overlay) District conforms to Chapter 14: Specific Plan and the 
Oread Neighborhood Plan. 

 

2. ZONING AND LAND USES OF NEARBY PROPERTY, INCLUDING OVERLAY ZONING 
 

http://lawrenceks.org/documents/Ordinances/Ordinances-8400s/Ord8496.pdf
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Current Zoning and Land Use: CN2 (Neighborhood Commercial District); Mass. St. 
Music, Footprints Shoe Store. 
 
CS (Commercial Strip District); various retail and 
commercial uses along W. 9th Street. 
 
GPI (General Public and Institutional Use District); 
Lawrence Carnegie Building and Lawrence Community 
Building. 
 
MU (Mixed Use District); Bullwinkles and residential 
uses. 
 
MU-PD (Mixed Use District – Planned Development 
Overlay); HERE Kansas Student Housing. 
 
PCD (Planned Commercial District); Oread Hotel. 
 
RM12 (Multi-Dwelling Residential District, 12 Dwelling 
Units per Acre); residential uses. 
 
RM12D (Multi-Dwelling Residential District, 12 Dwelling 
Units per Acre - Duplex); residential uses. 
 
RM32 (Multi-Dwelling Residential District, 32 Dwelling 
Units per Acre); residential uses. 
 
RM32-PD (Multi-Dwelling Residential District, 32 
Dwelling Units per Acre – Planned Development 
Overlay); residential uses. 
 
RMG (Multi-Dwelling Residential – Greek Housing 
District); Alpha Epsilon Pi, Alpha Sigma Chi, Beta Theta 
Pi, Kappa Alpha Theta, Pi Kappa Phi, and Alpha Gamma 
Delta. 
 
RMO (Multi-Dwelling Residential – Office District); 
residential and office uses. 
 
RSO (Single-Dwelling Residential – Office District); 
residential and office uses. 
 
U-KU (University District – KU); vacant parcel. 
 

Surrounding Zoning and Land Use: 
 

To the north: RS5 (Single-Dwelling Residential – 5,000 
square feet) District and CS (Commercial Strip) District. 
Existing uses include various retail establishments, and 
existing residential dwellings. 
 
To the west: U-KU (University District - KU); The 
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University of Kansas Main Campus, Gertrude Sellards 
Pearson and Corbin Residence Halls.  
 
To the east: CD (Downtown Commercial) District, GPI 
(General Public and Institutional Use) District, OS 
(Open Space) District, CN2 (Neighborhood Commercial) 
District, RS5 (Single-Dwelling Residential – 5,000 
square feet) District, and RS7 (Single-Dwelling 
Residential – 7,000 square feet) District.  Existing uses 
include, Downtown Lawrence, South Park, Community 
Building, and existing residential dwellings 
 
To the south:  RS5 (Single-Dwelling Residential – 5,000 
square feet) District, and RM32 (Multi-Dwelling 
Residential – 32 Dwelling Units) District. Existing 
residential dwellings.   

 
Staff Finding:  The zoning surrounding the proposed Urban Conservation Overlay District is 
compatible with the zoning within the proposed district.  The rezoning cases would not alter 
the existing base zoning presently established.  Adoption of the overlay district would be 
compatible with the surrounding zoning.  
 
 

3. CHARACTER OF THE AREA 
 
Neighborhood-Wide 
Historically, the Oread neighborhood has contained a mixture of uses with a dominant 
residential character via a variety of structure types.  The history of the neighborhood traces 
back to just after the American Civil War as Lawrence was beginning to grow around the 1870s.  
Initially, the neighborhood appealed to upper-middle class residents, where they looked for 
space to construct the larger homes that still make up a significant portion of the neighborhood 
today. 
 
In addition to its proximity to Downtown Lawrence, the Oread Neighborhood’s proximity to the 
University of Kansas helped drive the initial growth and development of the neighborhood.  The 
proximity of KU clearly influenced the development patterns of the neighborhood. Many of the 
neighborhood residents between 1874 and 1899 were university students. The first campus 
dormitory was not built until 1923, so several homes in the neighborhood were operated as 
congregate living.  Families with university age students also moved into the neighborhood so 
their children could attend KU and live in close proximity. 
 
As the University of Kansas began to take on greater importance in the local economy after 
1900, the town’s growth was slow while University enrollment increased dramatically. This led 
to a number of commercial properties to develop around KU’s Main Campus. This created a 
concern among the nearby property owners, as well as city officials, resulting in the first 
Lawrence Planning Commission and zoning ordinance to be created in June 1926. The 1926 
Zoning Ordinance allowed for apartments, congregate living, and fraternity and sorority houses 
within the Oread Neighborhood.  As a result, a large number of students lived in the area 
immediately east and northeast of the University. Therefore, the Oread Neighborhood was 
increasingly been associated with student housing since the turn of the 20th Century, with many 
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structures being converted to private congregate living uses.  In addition to students, the 
neighborhood remained popular for University faculty as well.  After the turn of the 20th 
Century, important Lawrence business leaders also moved into the Oread neighborhood and 
constructed new residences, while the neighborhood continued to attract middle class families. 
 
The Oread Neighborhood was still attractive for families during the early 20th Century. In 
addition to electricity, water and sewer, the streets and even some alleys were paved, curbing 
was introduced, and stone or brick sidewalks were installed. During the 1930s, and again in the 
post-war boom of the 1940s & 1950s, many of the larger homes were converted to apartments, 
cooperatives, or Greek houses.  However, by the 1970s, new residents with an interest in 
rehabilitating historic homes began moving into the neighborhood. The growing appreciation for 
historic buildings resulted in several residences being rehabilitated and returned to single-family 
use. The new residents of the Oread Neighborhood worked to establish Lawrence’s preservation 
ordinance, and nominated the east side of the 1000 block of Ohio Street and the west side of 
the 1000 block of Tennessee Street as the first local historic district in 1991. 
 
Over the course of time, the Oread Neighborhood developed in a distinct and unique way that is 
visible in the five districts that were identified in the 2010 Oread Neighborhood Plan.  Each of 
the districts is unique in its architecture, as well as in the forces they experience in today’s 
environment.  In the Oread Neighborhood Design Guidelines, these districts are defined by their 
key distinctive aspects.  Through the guidelines development process, a sixth district containing 
commercial properties at the edges of the neighborhoods were also identified. 
 
The following is a brief synopsis of each of the six proposed districts to provide more insights 
into their exact foundations and specific histories.   
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Z-12-00172:  District 1 
Located just north of the University of Kansas, 
this district is predominately comprised of single-
family residences with intermittent duplexes, 
triplexes, and quadraplexes. This district is less 
dense (6 or less dwelling units per acre) than 
most parts of Oread neighborhood, with smaller 
scale homes, larger yards, and houses spaced 
farther apart. The many one story homes in this 
area provide it with its unique character. 
 
The district is composed of a wide variety of 
architectural styles constructed over a long 
period.  Within this district you will find Victorian 
Queen Annes, Craftsman Bungalows, and 20th 
Century Revival Tudors.  This was the last area of 
the neighborhood to develop; therefore, Post-
War Minimal Traditional houses are unique to this 
area.  More recent apartments exist on the 
fringes, mainly on the western side of the district. 
 
 
 
 
Z-12-00175:  District 2 
This district is located adjacent to the east side of 
the University of Kansas Main Campus. It has the 
highest density (16+ dwelling units per acre) of 
any Oread district. The proximity to campus has 
made it a prime location for apartments, multi-
dwelling residential, and mixed-use 
developments.  The architectural character of the 
district is diverse compared to the other districts. 
There are large Greek houses, Scholarship Halls, 
and multi-dwelling complexes that are “campus” 
scale in massing and design.  Interspersed are 
substantial pockets of older homes, some 
converted to congregate or multi-dwelling uses. 
The character of this area is distinctly different 
with larger scale structures, fewer street trees, 
and hilly terrain.  Off-street parking is more 
visible due to a lack of alleys.  The prominent 
homes are large “comfortable house” 
Foursqaures with wide eaves and deep porches. 
 
Apartment complexes in this district typically 
were constructed in the 1970s and 1980s, and 
now are approaching 30 to 40 years in age, 
offering re-development potential and 
opportunities for improvements in the neighborhood. 

Figure 3: District 1 (Low Density) 

Figure 4: District 2 (High Density) 
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Z-12-00177:  District 3 
District 3 is located primarily on the eastern edge 
of the Oread Neighborhood, and serves as the 
basis for the design guidelines for all 5 residential 
districts. The other district guidelines within 
Chapter 5 of the Guidelines are modifications to 
this standard tailored to their own distinctive 
characteristics. 
 
Most off-street parking is accessed from alleys, so 
driveways are rare. The homes sit back from the 
street with simple, elegant façades. Wide, shaded 
porches add to the character.  The original single-
family homes, constructed between the 1880s 
and the 1900s, are generally two stories and 
represent a wide array of styles and sizes. Many 
have been converted to multi-dwelling uses. 
Others have been replaced with modern 
apartments.  The density is approximately 7 to 15 
dwelling units per acre.   
 
Older, commercial buildings and more recent 
professional buildings can be found towards 
Massachusetts Street. 
 
Z-12-00173:  District 4 
Hancock Historic District is a unique and 
charming area of the Oread Neighborhood 
located on a substantial rise that overlooks the 
University of Kansas.  The Hancock Historic 
District was added to the National Register of 
Historic Places in 2004. 
 
This small district boasts a beautiful and historic 
public improvement project that adds to the 
allure of the area: a pair of curved stone steps 
ascends from Mississippi Street to W. 12th Street 
in the grand fashion of the City Beautiful 
Movement. At the top of the stairs on W. 12th 
Street is a planter of native stone that forms a 
charming esplanade in the center of the street 
until it intersects with Indiana Street. 
 
The homes in this district are mature and stately, 
perched on top of the hill overlooking the 
campus.  Most of the lots are larger than those 
found in the rest of neighborhood, creating a 
more landscaped setting for most of the homes. 
The variety of styles, mostly 20th Century revivals, 
adds to the overall character in this district. 

Figure 6: District 4 (Hancock Historic) 

Figure 5: District 3 (Medium Density) 
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Z-12-00174:  District 5 
The Oread Historic District was listed in the 
National Register of Historic Places in 2007.  The 
Oread Historic District (1000 block, east side Ohio 
Street, and west side Tennessee Street) was 
listed to the Lawrence Register of Historic Places 
in 1991.  It is a charming and distinguished area 
with some of the oldest homes in Lawrence.  
There are excellent examples of the Italianate, 
Queen Anne, Craftsman, and 20th Century Revival 
styles side by side with the more vernacular 
National Folk and Foursquare homes. They range 
in size from grand to simple. 
 
The streets are lined with tall, deciduous trees. 
On the west side of the streets, the houses are 
set back with elevated front yards. Dominant 
porches and shade-dappled yards add to the 
appeal of this area.  On the east side of the 
streets, the homes are placed closer to the street 
with shallow front yards that are relatively flat.  
Parking is off the alleys; therefore, driveways are 
rare.  Remnants of the historic past remain. Some 
streets are still paved with the original brick, and 
hitching posts and stone steps can still be found. 
 
 
 
Z-16-00058:  District 6 
The guidelines defined commercial district mainly 
fronts along W. 9th Street and on the western half 
of the intersection of 14th Street and 
Massachusetts Street. 
 
The goal of commercial and mixed-use design 
guidelines is to create a pleasing and attractive 
urban setting where businesses can succeed, 
while maintaining the existing character of the 
residential neighborhood.  The commercial uses 
should be scaled to serve the adjacent 
neighborhoods, providing business opportunities 
for convenience that would be primarily accessed 
on foot. 
 
These guidelines are intended to be used only if 
there is commercial use on the ground floor. If 
the first floor is not commercial then the 
pertinent residential district guidelines would be 
applicable. 
 

Figure 7: District 5 (Oread Historic) 

Figure 8: District 6 (Commercial) 
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Staff Finding:  The Oread Neighborhood was principally developed between the 1870s and the 
1950s, with renovation and new development throughout the history of the neighborhood.  
Contextually in the larger surrounding area, the Oread Neighborhood is established and 
consistent with other neighborhoods and areas adjacent to the proposed overlay areas. 
 
 
4. PLANS FOR THE AREA OR NEIGHBORHOOD, AS REFLECTED IN ADOPTED AREA 

AND/OR SECTOR PLANS INCLUDING THE PROPERTY OR ADJOINING PROPERTY 
 
The Oread Neighborhood Plan 
recommended the implementation of 
five overlay districts.  During the 
course of drafting and revising the 
Oread Neighborhood Design 
Guidelines, it was recognized that a 
sixth mapped district for commercial 
uses should also be included.  From 
the beginning the commercial 
component of the guidelines has 
been present; however, it was not 
specifically identified on the map.  As 
the revision process began, the 
Subcommittee felt that mapping this 
district to the existing commercial 
areas was important to show the 
existing conditions where this chapter 
would be applicable. 
 
The envisioned overlay districts were 
to, “provide a greater latitude to 
certain areas (generally most closely 
adjacent to KU) to develop more 
densely by allowing increased 
building heights, etc., give proper 
guidance to infill development. The 
district(s) could address such issues 
as the mass, scale and bulk of the 
development as well as impervious 
and pervious coverage, establish standards to regulate bulk and mass of structures, maintain 
open space on individually platted lots, and regulate parking.” All of these items were direct 
Goals, Policies and Implementation Strategies that are contained within of the adopted 
neighborhood plan, which is incorporated in to Chapter 14: Specific Plans of Horizon 2020. 
 
 
Staff Finding:  The proposed urban conservation overlay district rezonings conforms to 
proposed land use recommendations in the Oread Neighborhood Plan and Horizon 2020.  
 
 
 

Figure 9:  Proposed Overlay Districts from the 
Adopted Oread Neighborhood P lan 
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5. SUITABILITY OF SUBJECT PROPERTY FOR THE USES TO WHICH IT HAS BEEN 
RESTRICTED UNDER THE EXISTING ZONING REGULATIONS 

 
The rezoning requests for these areas will not change the underlying base zoning district.  The 
proposed rezonings would apply an Urban Conservation Overlay District to implement the 
guidelines as prescribed in both the Oread Neighborhood Plan and the Oread Neighborhood 
Design Guidelines.   
 
Staff Finding:  The properties are suitable for the Urban Conservation Overlay District zoning, 
and are consistent with land use recommendations relating to changes to Horizon 2020 and the 
Oread Neighborhood Plan.  
 
 
6. LENGTH OF TIME SUBJECT PROPERTY HAS REMAINED VACANT AS ZONED 
 
The area was principally developed between the 1870s and the 1950s, with renovation and new 
development throughout the history of the neighborhood.  The Guidelines identify the 
architectural Period of Significance for this area to be between 1877 and 1945, with a 
stipulation that for Districts 2 through 5, buildings before 1929 be specifically used to determine 
qualities and context when necessary for consideration.  Contextually in the larger surrounding 
area, the Oread Neighborhood is established and consistent with other neighborhoods and 
areas adjacent to the proposed overlay area.  
 
Staff Finding:  Use of the properties within the proposed overlay districts has been consistent 
since the initial neighborhood development timeframe. 
 
 
7. EXTENT TO WHICH REMOVAL OF RESTRICTIONS WILL DETRIMENTALLY AFFECT 

NEARBY PROPERTIES 
 
Approval of this request would enact the general guidelines for all districts as prescribed in 
Chapter 4, and area-specific guidance supplemented by Chapter 5 in relation to parking, the 
building envelope, and other density and dimensional standards.  The Oread Neighborhood 
Design Guidelines provides more precise and location-specific standards than the broad city-
wide scope provided by the Land Development Code.  These items have been reviewed and 
considered against each district’s specific architecture, site typology, history, and concurrent 
existing conditions.  Chapter 4 of the Guidelines is the general set for Districts 1 through 5; 
while the more tailored District-specific considerations are located in Chapter 5.  Chapter 6 
guidelines would apply to the mapped commercial properties, and where commercial 
storefronts are located on the ground floors.  The application of the guidelines would be limited 
to their applicable areas as defined within the Guidelines. 
 
Staff Finding:  Impacts on nearby properties would be minimal.  The intent of the Oread 
Neighborhood Design Guidelines is to provide more precise guidance to these specific properties 
than what is currently contained within the Land Development Code. 
 
 
8. THE GAIN, IF ANY, TO THE PUBLIC HEALTH, SAFETY AND WELFARE DUE TO THE 

DENIAL OF THE APPLICATION, AS COMPARED TO THE HARDSHIP IMPOSED 
UPON THE LANDOWNER, IF ANY, AS A RESULT OF DENIAL OF THE APPLICATION 
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Evaluation of these criteria includes weighing the benefits to the public versus the benefits for 
the owners of the subject properties.  Benefits are measured based on the anticipated impacts 
of the rezoning request on the public health, safety, and welfare.  
 
If the rezoning requests were denied, the properties would retain their various existing base 
zoning designations.  If the rezonings were approved, the change would apply the Oread 
Neighborhood Design Guidelines to the properties through the designation of the –UC (Urban 
Conservation Overlay) District.  This overlay would then apply both the architectural/historic 
design guidelines, and also site and building envelope modifications to the Land Development 
Code as prescribed within the Oread Neighborhood Design Guidelines. 
 
Approval of the requests would facilitate more compatible development within the designated 
neighborhood, and also provide for stronger development in a unique sense of place for the 
Oread Neighborhood. 
 
Staff Finding:  Benefits to the community include providing a more tailored set of land use 
controls to address and implement the site, historic, and architectural considerations that were 
identified in the adopted Oread Neighborhood Plan and the public input gathered during the 
various public meetings held regarding this proposal. 
 
 
PROFESSIONAL STAFF RECOMMENDATION 
The focus of this report is in regards to the six rezoning cases, one for each district defined 
within the guidelines, which comprise the implementation step of the Oread Neighborhood 
Design Guidelines.  While the six cases are unique in their geographies, they are identical in 
their overall intent and goals.  The six rezoning cases each implement one of the districts within 
the guidelines; they are linked together in the consideration and drafting of the Oread 
Neighborhood Design Guidelines.  Along with the concurrent Text Amendment, these items 
would integrate the Oread Neighborhood Design Guidelines into the Land Development Code.   
 
Staff recommends approval of the rezoning requests for approximately 190.8 acres to apply –
UC (Urban Conservation Overlay) District to implement the Oread Neighborhood Design 
Guidelines, and forwarding these items to the City Commission with a recommendation for 
approval based on the findings of fact in the body of this staff report subject. 

  



From: Sheila Stogsdill  
Sent: Monday, February 29, 2016 10:12 AM 
To: Bruce Liese (bruce@kansascitysailing.com); Bryan Culver (bcculver@gmail.com); David Clay Britton 
(clay.britton@yahoo.com); Eric Struckhoff (eric.c.struckhoff@gmail.com); Jim Carpenter (jecarpenter15@gmail.com); Jim 
Denney (denney1@sunflower.com); Julia Butler; Patrick Kelly (Pkelly@usd497.org); Pennie von Achen; Rob Sands 
Cc: Scott McCullough; Lynne Zollner; Jeff Crick; Denny Ewert; (djbrown806@gmail.com); Diane Stoddard 
Subject: FW: duplex tandem parking in core neighborhoods 
 
Commissioners –  
Please see the photos and message below from Dennis Brown.   
 
This property is located in the 900 block of Maine in the proposed Urban Conservation Overlay ‐ Oread Design 
Guidelines District 1 (Low Density) that is on your agenda March 21st. 
 

Sheila M. Stogsdill, Planning Administrator - sstogsdill@lawrenceks.org 
Planning & Development Services Department |www.lawrenceks.org/pds  
City Hall, 6 E. 6th Street  
P.O. Box 708, Lawrence, KS  66044-0708  
office (785) 832-3157 | fax (785) 832-3160  
 
From: Dennis Brown [mailto:djbrown806@gmail.com]  
Sent: Sunday, February 28, 2016 3:51 PM 
To: Sheila Stogsdill 
Subject: Fwd: duplex tandem parking in core neighborhoods 
 
Sheila, can you or Scott send this to Planning Commissioners? 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Dennis Brown <djbrown806@gmail.com> 
Date: Sun, Feb 28, 2016 at 1:48 PM 
Subject: Fwd: duplex tandem parking in core neighborhoods 
To: Lynne Zollner <lzollner@lawrenceks.org> 

Lynne, can you send this to HRC Commissioners? 
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Dennis Brown <djbrown806@gmail.com> 
Date: Sun, Feb 28, 2016 at 1:46 PM 
Subject: duplex tandem parking in core neighborhoods 
To: Diane Stoddard <dstoddard@lawrenceks.org> 

Diane, can you send this to City Commissioners?  Feel free to post it on the City site. 
 
Commissioners: I am attaching photos of what happens to older housing stock when its area is zoned for duplex 
up to four bedrooms a side and allows four space wide tandem parking to achieve the eight spaces 
required.  Maximum density and profit is incentivized and preservation of old housing stock is a joke. 
 
At the joint meeting of the HRC and PC a week and a half ago, there was much discussion about approving 
parking guidelines in the overlay plan that would not allow tandem parking in new duplex applications.  This 
cannot happen fast enough for what is left of the Oread Neighborhood.  The pictured property is in the 900 
block of Maine. 
 
Dennis J Brown  LPA President 
 







Dear Design Guidelines Committee and Planning Commission,    2-19-16 
 
The Design Guidelines and Overlay District are important tools that can help preserve 
the historic integrity of the Oread Neighborhood. They should reflect the intention of the 
Oread Neighborhood Plan which specifies areas of varying density. Single dwelling units 
(houses) make up 80% of the neighborhood. Oread zoning was changed over 40 years ago 
from low density to the highest density in the city. This has created problems and conflicts 
among property owners due to the single-family nature of the neighborhood and a high 
density zoning that has never conformed to existing structures or lot sizes.  
 
Density should increase incrementally from duplex, triplex, fourplex, and higher 
multi-dwelling units. Problems have arisen because duplex parking codes allow stacked 
(tandem) parking. The Planning Commission is presently reviewing parking codes. Stacked 
parking allows an increase in the number of occupants without providing adequate access 
and regress for vehicles. Additional logistical problems are created when located off of 
narrow allies versus wide city streets.  
 
Current city parking codes for dwelling units: 
Single-family-lowest density zoning (usually houses, family living, can stack cars in  
driveways).  
Duplex –lowest density zoning in multi-family (can stack cars, may not be family-living).  
Triplex – one parking space per BR (no stacked parking).  
Fourplex- one parking space per BR (no stacked parking). 
Larger multi-dwelling units - one parking space per BR plus one space per 10 units for 
visitors and guests (no stacked parking). 
 
Duplex, triplex, fourplex indicate the number of units on a lot (4 unrelated individuals  
can live in a unit in multi-zoned areas, 3 unrelated in a unit in single-family zoned areas). 
The number of BR’s is determined by the number of parking spaces that can be provided 
on each lot. Stacked parking could increase the number of BR’s by as much as 50%. 
 
Desirable property development that will increase profits is now the 4 BR duplex that 
allows stacked parking. Four BR duplexes “game” duplex regulations. The two BR 
family-oriented units of the past have now become small apartment complexes, appealing 
to investors, but problems for neighborhoods. Duplex occupants crowd neighborhood 
streets when they avoid stacking their vehicles and instead use on-street parking spaces.  
 
Duplexes have become higher density, non-family, units in what should be lower density 
zoned areas. Parking is an effective tool to control density. Why should a duplex be 
allowed a parking advantage over other multi-zoned units? Stacked parking leads to an 
increase in density without providing adequate parking, thus incentivizing building 
large duplexes in lower density zoned areas.  
 
The Design Guidelines and the Overlay District will help promote increased stability and 
vitality in historic Oread by encouraging responsible development and redevelopment. 
 
Sincerely, Candice Davis     Oread Neighborhood Resident  
                                             Chair, Lawrence Association of Neighborhoods 













Dear Planning Commissioners,         3-20-16 
 
The Lawrence Association of Neighborhood (LAN) supports the Oread Guidelines 
and Overlay District with the exception of any allowed stacked parking. 
 
The Design Guidelines and Overlay District are important tools that can help preserve 
the historic integrity of the Oread Neighborhood. They should reflect the intention of the 
Oread Neighborhood Plan, which specifies areas of varying density. Single-family units 
(houses) make up 80% of the neighborhood. Oread zoning was changed over 40 years ago 
from low density to the highest density in the city. This has created problems and conflicts 
among property owners due to the single-family nature of the neighborhood and high 
density zoning that does not conform to existing structures or lot sizes.  
 
Density should increase incrementally from duplex, triplex, fourplex, and higher 
multi-dwelling units. Problems have arisen because duplex parking codes allow stacked 
(tandem) parking. The Planning Commission is presently reviewing parking codes. Stacked 
parking allows an increase in the number of occupants without providing adequate access 
and regress for vehicles. Additional logistical problems are created when located off of 
narrow allies versus wide city streets.  
 
Current city parking codes for dwelling units require: 
Single-family-lowest density zoning (usually houses, family living, can stack cars in 
driveways).  
Duplex –lowest density zoning in multi-family (can stack cars, may not be family-living).  
Triplex – one parking space per BR (no stacked parking).  
Fourplex- one parking space per BR (no stacked parking). 
Larger multi-dwelling units - one parking space per BR plus one space per 10 units for 
visitors and guests (no stacked parking). 
 
Duplex, triplex, fourplex indicate the number of units on a lot (4 unrelated individuals  
can live in one unit in multi-zoned areas, 3 unrelated in one unit in single-family zoned 
areas). The number of BR’s is determined by the number of parking spaces that can be 
provided on each lot. Stacked parking could increase the number of BR’s by as much as 
50%. When stacking vehicles : Today’s Duplex=2 units =4 BRs each side =8BRs  Past 
Duplex=2units=2BRs each side=4BRs 
 
Four BR duplexes that allow stacked parking are attractive to developers as they 
increase profits. Four BR duplexes “game” duplex regulations. These are not family-units 
but rather small apartment complexes, appealing to investors, but problems for lower 
density neighborhoods. Without adequate parking, duplex occupants crowd neighborhood 
streets when they avoid stacking their vehicles and use on-street parking spaces.  
 
The Design Guidelines and the Overlay District will help promote increased stability and 
vitality in historic Oread by encouraging responsible development and redevelopment. 
Stacked parking should not be allowed.  
 
Sincerely, Candice Davis      
             Oread Resident, Lawrence Association of Neighborhoods Chair  
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